WHAT'S NEW IN BRSIS?

BR-SIS 8.0.1.5  February 2018
1. Management of internal linked databases (ITU only)
2. New version of SpaceQry (v8.0.0.5)
3. Addition of new module PCOM (ITU Only)

BR-SIS 8.0.1.4  January 2018
1. Better management of the BR IFIC DVD option in the BRSIS Start screen
2. Unzip BR IFIC database is now done automatically
3. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.8)
4. New version of SpaceQry (v8.0.0.4)
5. New version of FindCap (v8.0.0.3)

BR-SIS 8.0.1.3  October 2017
1. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.7)
2. New version of SpaceQry (v8.0.0.2)

BR-SIS 8.0.1.2  July 2017 (ITU only)
1. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.6)
2. Minor improvements

BR-SIS 8.0.1.1  June 2017 (ITU only)
1. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.5)

BR-SIS 8.0.1.0  May 2017 (ITU only)
1. New version of SRSConvert (v8.0.0.4)
2. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.2)

BR-SIS 8.0.0.9  April 2017 (ITU only)
1. New version of SRSConvert (v8.0.0.3)
2. New version of Cfex (v8.0.1.1)

**BR-SIS 8.0.0.8  March 2017 (ITU only)**

1. Review shell container for future incoming applications.
   No change in the applications in production.

   Note: This setup contains the latest applications fix

**BR-SIS 8.0.0.7  March 2017**

1. New version of SpaceQry module (v8.0.0.1)
2. New version of SRSConvert module (v8.0.0.2)
3. Add What’s new in the Start screen for each task module
4. Installation of the ITU certificate
5. Management of future BR IFIC linked databases in the Start Module

**BR-SIS 8.0.0.2 → 8.0.0.6  February 2017 (ITU only)**

1. Several corrections of internal processing module CFEX (ITU only)

**BR-SIS 8.0.0.1  January 2017**

1. Correction of SRSConvert module (v8.0.0.1)

**BR-SIS 8.0.0.0  January 2017**

1. Compatibility with SNS v8
2. Addition of new module SRSConvert to allow database conversion from v7 to v8
3. Addition of new module FindCap (ITU Only)
4. Update of existing modules to be compatible with SNS v8 (SpaceQry and CFEX (ITU only))